I. Introduction
Penetration Testing is a conduct implicates assimilation of deeds used by hackers to rupture enterprise"s security [9] . Windows 8, is ameliorating esteem among people at an exponential rate. So by the couple of months it will be installed on millions of desktops, laptops, tablets. This paper encircle all the efforts done in penetrating into machine having windows 8. The tools we have used in this context are Metasploit Framework 3.0, nmap, PEscrambler.
II. Concept
Fig .1 shows the hypothesis behind Penetration Testing.
Fig. 1 Penetration Testing Process
Here, computer A is supposed to be a victim of computer B. First a union of exploit + payload is injected into a victim"s computer [1] .Then exploit comes into work, payloads commences its attack process only if an exploit get its desired acquirement.
Once an exploit entretched, a reverse connection is established. Now, a time for action, we can procure dominance like data registry read/write operations , uploading and downloading, taking snapshots, process migration, key strokes scan and much more to do. Once the desired tasks are amassed we can raise the bar for privelege escalation.
III. Experiment
Aim Here we got meterpreter session!!! 5.
Meterpreter Once we reach meterpreter session, we can exploit in any way we want. Lets build a backdoor using eterpreter. Now get the current process identifier [5] . meterpreter > getpid Current pid : 3632 Now see which pid is this by using command "ps". This will open a backdoor. Whenever we wish to access that system no entrance fee is required [6] . When it buzz for password, press Shift Key 5 times, you will get an instance of explorer.exe and machine is being compromised.
IV. Future Scope And Conclusion
Future Scope:
In future, patches should be made in order to prevent these exploits breaching security. The performance of this penetration test can be enhanced by using Core Impact with Metasploit Framework.
Conclusion:
To be concluded, yet windows 8 is accomodated with wide level security and an impression behind it was to oppress all those exasperating creeps. It demands to be more secure and steadfast so that not even single exploit can convince it be compromised.
